Simply Outstanding.
The Hill-Rom® Med-Surg Hospital Bed Portfolio
A portfolio to address today’s Med-Surg challenges

At Hill-Rom, we understand:

That Med-Surg is a challenging and complex unit

Patients present with a broad array of complaints, ailments, and co-morbidities

Caregivers must possess a multitude of capabilities to treat patients effectively

Staff-to-patient ratios and the demands of documentation can leave nurses feeling overextended

These issues pose serious challenges to the delivery of quality care.
A portfolio to address today’s Med-Surg challenges

We saw an opportunity to reengineer our Med-Surg portfolio to both simplify and elevate caregiving.

*We worked to design beds that could address those challenges.*

To achieve that standard of quality, we relied upon the cumulative insights of generations of nurses for inspiration and direction.
A portfolio to address today’s Med-Surg challenges

The outcome of that collaboration was a suite of beds designed to provide comfort, ease of use, and high-quality performance.

VERSACARE® BED
Simply effective

ADVANTA™ 2 BED
Simply intuitive

CAREASSIST® ES BED
Simply practical

As your facility grows and your needs change, you can be confident that the knowledge you’ve built from using one of our Med-Surg beds will easily transfer to any of them.
Common features for beds of uncommon quality

**VersaCare® bed: Simply effective.**
The VersaCare bed is designed to enable the highest standard of care delivery, especially for mid- to high-acuity patients.

**Helping caregivers deliver great care**
- Boost® one-button feature helps the caregiver move the patient toward the head end of the bed
- Bed Exit System with audible alarm (when used in conjunction with a falls protocol, the Bed Exit system can help reduce patient falls related to unsupervised bed egress)
- Bed Exit Alarm Silence feature—caregivers can reset the alarm instead of turning it off and on every time the alarm is activated
- SafeView® Alert System—keeps staff informed of a patient’s bed status

It’s no wonder that the VersaCare® bed has earned a reputation as one of the most trusted names in Med-Surg.
Common features for beds of uncommon quality

**Advanta™ 2 bed: Simply intuitive.**
The Advanta™ 2 bed represents a modern upgrade of our classic Advanta frame.

**An intuitive caregiver experience**

- Four-corner brake and steer for great mobility
- Dining Chair® one-button feature
- Built-in bed extender lets a single caregiver add length to the bed
- Electrical vascular foot feature
- SafeView® Alert System—keeps staff informed of a patient’s bed status
- SlideGuard® bed articulation technology—helps support patient positioning

We listened to nurses from Med-Surg units everywhere to integrate a number of features that facilitate an intuitive, empowering experience for caregivers and patients alike.
Common features for beds of uncommon quality

**CareAssist® ES bed: Simply practical.**

The CareAssist® ES bed is our foundational Med-Surg bed with one-and-done features that distinguish it as one of the most practical beds available.

**Do more with easy, one-step features**

- Battery backup aids patient transport
- Line of Site® angle lets nurses monitor a patient’s head angle at a glance
- Bedside controls offer the Dining Chair® one-button feature
- Built-in bed extender lets a single caregiver add length to the bed
- SafeView® Alert System—keeps staff informed of a patient’s bed status
- SlideGuard® bed articulation technology—helps support patient positioning

We’ve designed it especially for busy caregivers who need to accomplish a multitude of tasks in a minimum amount of time.
While each of our Med-Surg beds is designed to meet specific needs, we’ve built common features and functions across all three beds to make them easy to use.

Simply outstanding

Simply smart
Smart bed technology
Integrated scale weighs patients without exiting the bed
Each bed connects to EMRs, NaviCare® Nurse Call and other patient care applications

Simply careful
Bed Exit monitoring system
SafeView® alerts keep staff informed of a patient’s bed status
“Brake not set” alarm reminds caregivers to secure the bed

Simply powerful
IntelliDrive® powered transport
SlideGuard® bed articulation technology helps make patient positioning easier
Point-of-Care® interface puts complete control of the bed at your fingertips

Simply convenient
SideCom® nurse call
Easy access to bedside entertainment controls